
FIELD

name of field description of value in field

SURNAME surname at the time of the incident (surname at birth in the comments) [text]

FIRST_NAME first name at the time of the incident [text]

GENDER male/female [code]

AGE at the time of the incident [number of years]

AGE_H at the time of the incident [number of years], including estimated data

CITIZENSHIP at the time of the incident [code]

NATIONALITY at the time of the incident [code]

PLACE_OF_BIRTH

as accurate as possible [village or town]; if the place is located outside Czechoslovakia, the state is 

also given with the village/town

GPS_OF_PLACE_OF_BIRTH

the centre of the town/village determined using electronic maps [#,#° - WGS 84 data, entry in 

degrees with 6 valid decimal places, i.e. Google Maps formate]

CONTEMPORARY_DISTRICT_OF_BIRTH

based on the database of the Czech Statistical Office from the Historical lexicon of municipalities 

and based on the database of the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic related to territorial 

administrative division (as on the date of birth; for towns/villages abroad districts have not been 

determined; for Slovakia not determined before 1960); see appendix [text]

TYPE_OF_CONTEMPORARY_DISTRICT_OF_BIRTH

type of district determined with respect to the state border based on data provided by the Czech 

Statistical Office in the Maps of territorial division (districts) of the Czech Republic [code]

CURRENT_DISTRICT_OF_BIRTH

based on the database of the Czech Statistical Office from the Historical lexicon of municipalities 

and based on the database of the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic related to territorial 

administrative division 1960–1996 (as on this date, i.e. Czech data from 2001 and Slovak data from 

1999; for towns/villages abroad districts have not been determined); see appendix [text]

DOMICILE

last documented domicile [town/village; text]; if the place is located outside Czechoslovakia, the 

state is also given with the village/town

GPS_OF_DOMICILE

the centre of the town/village determined using electronic maps [#,#° - WGS 84 data, entry in 

degrees with 6 valid decimal places, i.e. Google Maps formate]

PARTY_MEMBERSHIP_BEFORE by 24. 2. 1948; detailed information in the textual comment[1] [code]

PARTY_MEMBERSHIP_AFTER after 25. 2.1948 incl.; detailed information in the textual comment[1] [code]

"ORIGIN“

if stated (i.e. working class, peasant, clerk etc.; according to contemporary terminology used in 

archival documents) [text]

PLACE_OF_INCIDENT

place of incident determined as accurately as possible (based on testimonies, comparison of 

contemporary and current maps etc.) [text]

UNIT_OF_INCIDENT relevant Border Guard unit [code]

UNIT_OF_INCIDENT_H

harmonized list of relevant Border Guard units, i.e. for incidents which happened 1948–1951, the 

unit to which the acting unit was probably subordinated later is given [code]



GPS_OF_INCIDENT

place, or the centre of the town/village, determined using electronic maps [#,#° - WGS 84 data, 

entry in degrees with 6 valid decimal places, i.e. Google Maps formate], in some cases data are 

schematically depicted on the map

DISTANCE_OF_INCIDENT

distance of the domicile from the place of the incident calculated using the Haversine formula and 

rounded to one decimal place [number of km]

INTENTION_OF_CROSSING intention to cross the border [code]

DIRECTION_OF_CROSSING during crossing or intended crossing, in which direction the accident happened[2] [code]

BEFORE_BEHIND place of the incident with respect to Czechoslovak borders and other states’ territories [code]

OCCUPATION

at the time of the incident; names according to contemporary archival materials; available only in the 

Czech version of the database [text]

OCCUPATION_CSU

according to the Czech Statistical Office categorization (link: 

http://apl.czso.cz/iSMS/klasstru.jsp?kodcis=80040)  [code]

AGENT cooperation with foreign secret service (based on data recorded by StB or SNB) [code]

TEMPORARY_ADDRESS if given under this heading [text]

DEATH way of killing (i.e. gun-shooting, electrical current, etc.) [code]

WITH_WHOM

if anyone else, and who, tried to cross the border too [min. number of persons involved in the 

crossing, incl. the killed person] [code]

DATE_OF BIRTH date of birth of the person [DD.MM.YYYY]

DATE_OF BIRTH_H date of birth of the person [DD.MM.YYYY], including estimated data

DATE_OF_INCIDENT date of the incident [DD.MM.YYYY]

DATE_OF_INCIDENT_H date of the incident [DD.MM.YYYY], including estimated data

PERIOD_OF_INCIDENT one of the four periods based on the date of the incident [code]

DATE_OF_DEATH date of death of the person [DD.MM.YYYY]

DATE_OF_DEATH_H date of death of the person [DD.MM.YYYY], including estimated data

INVESTIGATION_AFTER_1989

information whether the case was studied by the Office of the Documentation and Investigation of 

Crimes of Communism [code]

NOTE

important information concerning the case not included in the given fields (eg., military rank, 

cooperation with secret police, information concerning previous unsuccessful attempts to cross the 

state border)


